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Swami: Welcome my dear divine soul mates. After long time, 
again we are here at the 2009 Shiva Ratri Process. Many, many 
processes so far we did it. We don’t know why we’re doing it. Is it 
true Bindi? Many prayers, many abisheks, many homas you keep 
doing it, keep doing it, doing it. How far? How long? What is the 
final ultimate goal, Gustav? 
 
Gustav: To merge with the Mother. 
 
Swami: To merge with Mother? 
 
Gustav:  No. 
 
Swami:  Eric? 
 
Eric:  I think to be a generator, operator, destroyer. 
 
Swami:  You want to become God? 
 
Eric:  To be a master. 
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Swami:  To master what?  
 
Eric: To master the energy, to master the illusion, to master the 
soul mechanisms. 
 
Swami: You’ve won the Mother - good. You connected Jesus – 
good, what is the benefit? What is the benefit? You’ve seen the 
angels - good. You connected the angels – wonderful. What is the 
benefit?  
 
Eric: I think the benefit is to spread that experience around the 
world. To let other people have that experience.  
 
Swami: What is the benefit to spread that? So far is any master 
really happy guiding the planet? Any master, any avatar, any 
great spiritual leader, they died their climax very peacefully? Any 
one person, Paramahamsa, Baba, Jesus, Yogananda, Muktananda 
– who, Baba, Akbar? Shirdi Baba? The death climax is little 
painful. Even though they connected Mother Divine, even though 
they’re the supreme carrying supernatural powers, what’s really 
happening? Why is Shiva the destroyer giving that opportunity to 
that body to going through certain frustrations, certain type of 
pain? What is inner mechanism? They’re well succeeded in 
spirituality.      
 
Student: I think the pain gives us compassion. I think without the 
trials we would not be able to remember our past. (rest inaudible) 
 
Swami: It’s okay. There is one strong soul vaastu comment, 
golden statement, “You can trust anything in the planet, you 
cannot trust the nature.” You cannot? trust the nature. Nature is 
nothing but a great illusion. Nature is? great illusion. We don’t 
when, next hour, next day, what the action will be. There’s always 
great possibility you can escape from her, great possibility.  
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So far, majority saints who got success, they enjoyed the great bliss 
with the soul level. And another part, they voluntarily, heartfully 
accepted another part of her giving the pain. They accepted that. 
They want to enjoy that too. Doesn’t matter if you’re a spiritual 
person or a normal person - in every person’s lifespan, if a person 
is going to stay sixty year lifespan, fourteen years he has to go 
through hard time. That’s the standard – fourteen years. If the 
lifespan is fifty years, then it’s ten years like that carrying. It’s kind 
of soul astrology. Has to go through really painful time, hard time, 
suffering time. To escape from that, there’s only one who we can 
receive the protection circles from - Shiva.  
In your life, put the spirituality side, if you started counting, how 
many souls you made happy around you and how many souls, if 
you started thinking, did you really damage and hurt? Hurting 
and damaging is more. Making happy is very less. Thinking on 
somebody else’s life happiness, not for your self-happiness. 
Thinking on somebody else’s happiness ninety percent, and 
thinking on your self ten percent. I didn’t see so far any student 
like this in my life. Majority they’re thinking ninety percent on 
themselves, 99.99% on themselves - .01% on others. That’s the 
biggest chance you’re giving the illusion to come and attack you.  
The difference between Sadguru and you, you’re always thinking 
on you, you, you, your happiness, your selfishness, you want to 
get success, you want to learn this thing, always you’re focusing 
on your selfishness. That’s the biggest danger point. If 
somebody… your really good friend, dear friend, got success, got 
good name, got good money, somewhere in your heart you feel 
pain.  Does it make sense, Eric? 
 
Eric:  It could happen, definitely. 
 
Swami: You’re even happy for him but somewhere you don’t 
have that. You feel you want that too. When you wash that tiny bit 
of negative resistance in you - you’re a crystal clear person. A 
master always feels proud when the student is getting success – if 
they’re growing more. There’s only one person: Mother, Father, 
Master, these three persons in the planet are always thinking 
about you and your success and your happiness, and your 
growth. That’s why Jesus said, “My students will become more 
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powerful than me in all angles.” It means something he’s also 
missing it. He wasn’t able to achieve that, “Maybe my students 
will achieve that too.” What are they? What he missed it and what 
he sacrificed? And what Shiva sacrificed? What is clear to 
Kalachakra?  
There’s many, many groups last night I discussed with the Group 
Leaders. Even pretty confusing to me too – Panchabhuta Process, 
Kalachakra Mt. Group, Kalachakra Ashram Group. I put like new 
style – Green Scarf and Blue Scarf and White Scarf, after all the 
stuff simply like make like two groups to release that. And 
another part, I feel so proud of you guys - unbelievable growth, 
soul capacity, charging your soul battery very powerful, very, 
very powerful. And you’re really doing amazing hard work and 
sadhanas. The hearts are really open. I really thought the whole 
globe economy is crashing, how many students will really show 
up here? Let’s really see; let’s challenge, still heart is open, it 
doesn’t matter. I know your financial problems, I know your 
financial problems, I know how much you’re going through 
financially, and how much stress you’re going through in your 
countries. Even though you’re going through the stress, still the 
energy pulled you here. The great beauty is if you want to come, 
you cannot come. If I want you to come here, you’ll come - it’s 
true. Many people, they tried, tried, tried… When I look at your 
pictures, everyday I look on your faces guys, think your name. I 
have your personal mantra, bio data, just keep going, doing it, and 
reading your history and thinking about you two to three minutes. 
I started my work evenings six-thirty, seven sometimes seven-
thirty, eight until the morning six am. It’s true.  
So, this Shiva Ratri main highlight is big Shiva energy 
transmission. The Ala Hala lingam we buried it in the ground. 
That energy is the first Shiva Ratri, his energy is really going open 
up in the earth element. We are here to witness, to receive that 
energy. From the Dwarkamai, top of there the water is flowing on 
top of the slates where we buried it. You’re carrying your lotus 
flowers and you are sitting on it, or you are laying down, and I 
give you some personal, some each individual personal prayer. 
We chant that 108 times. Then you are going there and you are 
standing on the top of the Shiva lingham where it’s buried. The 
water is pouring on you, then you drop the flowers like that. 
Whole night the process keeps going. That is almost all. It’s never 
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happened. Amazing, amazing supernatural healing what you are 
going to receive it to your soul - that’s a major one. 
Number Two. In Dwarakamai your Swami wants to give like 
different layers of the students. My austerities power transferring 
to some of the students by how much they really can handle it, can 
go. By 2011 only again I am going to see you guys. Until then, 
either you can come back to the ashram, or it’s up to you but 2011 
Guru Purnima, you need to hit Harichandra Ghat at Kasi on the 
holy Ganga River.  
Also, before that process is going to happen, I want to explain the 
difference between Kalachakra and the Kamachakra. I never 
explained that so far. Your Swami is also married and he knows 
how the Kalachakra is playing, and how the Kamachakra is 
playing. How it’s really disturbing in the globe. How you are 
really ruining your life in a crazy way, how the time is biting your 
Kamachakra, and your Kamachakra is attacking to your 
Kalachakra. The boat is coming and you’re missing it. For a while 
you don’t know why you are doing it. You are completely trapped 
in that period of time, in the pure Kamachakra. Once the time is 
released, then you recognize you feel so guilty about it – painful, 
depression heart, heart broken, cheated. Again to recover that, 
your kalachakra is not helping you, protecting you until some 
divine forces are coming and lifting your soul. Some purification is 
happening in your womb chakra, then again you come out and 
you feel good, and you’re forgetting that person, that lady. Then 
again, new energy enters, then you are free person.  
So far in the western countries, the relationship problems majority 
are between Kalachakra and Kamachakra. Tonight your Swami is 
going to draw that Kamachakra Yantra and Kalachakra Yantra 
and how it’s related. How many sparks the thunders keep flowing 
in our body to our consciousness and to our soul – how each 
spark, what are the symptoms, and where we need to be awake, 
need to be alert, if you recognize that - that’s enough.  
Even Vishvamitra Marharishi, after he got damaged through the 
Kamachakra, he discovered the Gayatri mantra. He’s the person 
who discovered the Kamachakra Yantra, and he explained to the 
Devatas this is the way we have to operate it. So that is a major 
thing even to Shiva, when Maha Vishnu, he turned as a lady 
distributing the amruta to all the Gods and Goddesses. Shiva 
cannot able control his kama. He hit that mistake, then Ayappa 
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came. It’s a true story. Then Ayappa came and sucked the 
Kalachakra, how it’s really dangerous and going to hit you a 
period of time, and how to escape from that.  So what you need to 
chant when you are really in a trauma, you really got stuck with it, 
from there you can adjust it. Is there any possibility there, Eric, to 
escape? 
 
Eric:  It sounds like it. 
 
Swami:  What? 
 
Eric:  It sounds like you are going to teach us that possibility. 
 
Swami:  What I get a benefit? If I teach you guys what benefit I 
get?  
 
Eric:  I mean, I think we need people to go out there and help the 
world, so we can’t be stuck in the kama illusions all the time. 
 
Swami: What? 
 
Eric:  We can’t be stuck in kama illusions. 
 
Swami:  Attraction is different. Attachment is different. Kama is 
different, and also responsibility is different. The kama is different. 
For example a prostitute, first you might think she’s only for 
money. In my personal life telling a small story here. One time I 
am driving a car in Hyderabad city. There is a red light stopped 
the traffic. I stopped my car there. There is a bus stop. One 
beautiful woman with a lot of flowers, she knocked on the glass. I 
opened the glass, “What do you want?”  
She said, “Lift please” 
Okay. Again green light is coming I have to move so I said, “Ok, 
get in.” I asked her, “Where are you going to stop? Where are you 
going?”   
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She said, “Back wherever you go,”  
“What?”  
She repeated, “Wherever you go.”  
I told her, “I am going different distance place.”  
She answered, “Ok, I come there.”  
She looks so beauty and so innocent, I can’t kick her from my car, 
and my driver is sitting in the backseat. And also my Security guy 
is sitting in the backseat. And she’s talking funny. Situation is 
crazy there. I am driving and kind of sweating. Then I discovered 
she’s a call-girl. Fine, Good. Then I also started to flirt with her. 
“Ok, how much will your business make for a day? Per month, 
how much you make it?” Very gently I asked.  She didn’t believe 
it.  
Then I stopped in front of my house. Then she walked straight 
into my house. “I want to see you house please sir.” I offered a 
chair to her. “Sit.” I asked her, “Where is your place and all stuff?” 
Then she saw all the pictures up in my house. She is a great 
devotee of Shirdi Sai Baba, a great devotee. Then I explained – I 
gave her a counseling for thirty minutes. I asked her, “What is 
your main problem why you entered there, entered in this life, 
why you chose this way?”  
She told her tragedy incidents in her life. Finally I don’t have any 
option. Then I asked, “Have you ever fallen in love?”  
She simply said, “I’ve been cheated by many men so finally I don’t 
have trust in any men in my life. That’s why I turned like this. The 
climax state, I’ve been hurt, I’ve been cheated by many, many, 
men, Swami, that’s it.”  
I asked her, “How much debt you have?”  
She said a certain amount. Okay, she’s a good graduate, well 
educated. Then I gave a job to her. I gave some money for my 
assistance to help her to go take care. She’s crying and weeping, 
“Oh God.” She’s doing physically what majority of the globe are 
doing soul level, there’s no difference. Physical prostitution is one 
hundred times better - soul prostitution is much worse, more 
worse.  
First of all you don’t know your life. You don’t know your aim. 
You are confused. You have huge suspecting mind and skepticism 
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on each process. Something you are stuck with a trauma. Even if it 
is spiritually, even if it is any profession, you have to be complete 
clarity, even if you cannot see the clarity, surrender to Guru 
Parampara, “Hey, show me the clarity. Where is my journey 
going?” Do or die, one aim needs to be there. Once if you have the 
aim, one day you’ll reach that. Doesn’t matter it’s this lifetime, or 
next lifetime. Doesn’t matter – you will reach that, you have to 
reach that, God is one hundred percent fair.  
Without Baba’s blessings, if you don’t have any practices last year, 
last lifetime, you could not be able to continue this same journey 
and spiritual path. You could not continue the spiritual path. It’s 
called purujanyosuwarsana. It means your last lifetime’s karmas 
keep continuing. You don’t know what really happened with your 
last lifetime’s karma. For that it helps the Kalachakra – what type 
of, you were in your last lifetime.  
This Shiva Ratri program, our Ala Hala process, once you do it, in 
Sri Chakra the Mother has to open, you have to get, you will get 
the Sri Chakra fixed in your third-eye. The lotus flowers are 
pouring on Shiva. Your whole body is touching that with your 
lotus flowers. It’s not a joke. I don’t think any Spiritual Center 
have received this many lotus flowers in India. It’s the first Center 
receiving this much lotus pedals, doing this lotus pedals’ process.  
Of course I know where your target is but when I am putting you 
in the target, at a certain point before then, if I get disturbed with 
your own crazy masala, at the time when I am fixing your 
problem, the Kalachakra is hitting your master to divert him in a 
different way. You know what I am saying? It’s not only you too. 
When I am ready you are not ready. When I fix you to be ready, 
then I am not ready at that time. That’s why I keep dragging the 
time, just keep running it, running it, running it…  
You don’t need to do the sadhana for ten, fifteen years. You can 
make it shorter through the Kalachakra. You can make the 
Kalachakra shorter. Say, you have seventy years lifespan, can 
make it like seven days to seven hours, seven hours to seven 
minutes. Seven minutes, I am very serious. This information one 
day will change supernaturally the whole globe. What is in that is 
what I am going to describe in this Shiva Ratri process: How you 
can stretch the time from this lifetime to coming next lifetimes you 
can make a foundation here where you want to be there. This life, 
this body, this soul, I fixed it almost nine lifetimes back. Then 
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again I fixed it in this lifetime where I want to be for my upcoming 
nine lifetimes. It’s done. It’s fixed. It’s fixed. Does it make sense? 
It’s hard to believe. It’s hard to understand but it’s true. It is true. 
Like, for example, East hill will damage your life, and North hill is 
crazy, and Southwest swimming pool - forget it. Whatever Swami 
giving any knowledge, any concept of whatever you said, yes, 
whatever the processes you are all doing, it is quite amazing 
protection circles, not only for this lifetime but for many lifetimes.  
If in this lifetime you got damaged, that’s not your damage, that’s 
my damage. Your failure is my failure. You did sadhana with your 
Swami, you didn’t get success, that is my failure, that’s my 
inefficiency, I have to accept that. 
Jesus Christ is a powerful, supreme supernatural soul, but he’s not 
a master. He’s a failure person. He gave the information, the 
knowledge, but the students were not able to receive that. He’s 
such a kind and so loving person. I am sorry, your Swami is little 
opposite to that. I have to be tough, stronger, to make it done. Of 
course I love to care about you guys too. Until you reach and 
receive that, to understand that, if you allow me I can be tough, 
start to be tough from now until 2011. Permission? 
 
Students: Yes. Yes! 
 
Swami:  Be careful when you are saying yes. It’s not physically I 
am going to be screaming on you. Ninety-nine percent I never 
scream physically like straight this energy - one simple smile 
looking at you - done.  So, the slates, everybody’s prepared with 
torches and everything for tonight? 
 
Eric: Would you like five or nine? 
 
Swami:  Nine. Tomorrow morning you can come and draw that 
Kamachakra and Kalachakra, both. Be ready with your papers. 
Even though you are doing the meditation in your groups, fine. 
Make it so somebody can scan it, make a photo, and get it in their 
hands. Get it on a copper sheet, Kalachakra and Kamachakra both, 
then you fix it, and bury it here, some place in Penukonda ground. 
The copper sheets you dig it, and bury it. It really helps. It really 
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protects. It is only possible before that Ala Hala energy comes out, 
it’s better to bury it, so, we’ll do that. After arati, by 9:30, then by 
9:40 you be there to start meditation. Now come to do the arati.  

 
End of talk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


